
ATLA Scripture Search  
A Most Excellent Way to Find Scholarly Journal Articles on a Given 

Passage of Scripture 

(Or, How ATLA can Save Your Life, or at least Your Exegesis Paper)  

 



ATLA is the most important resource for finding 
scholarly journal articles in religion and theology  

Basketweave boat. Medieval Manuscript Images, Pierpont Morgan Library, Old Testament miniatures (MS M.638). MS M.638 fol. 2v 



ATLA comes with built-in tools to help you 
find the scholarly journal articles you need 

Noah’s Ark, Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493 
 



These tools can help you search more effectively than 
sending out a keyword in hopes of finding “something” 

Mosaics on the south wall: Cycle of the Old Testament. Noah is greeting the dove returning 
with an olive leaf. Cathedral in Monreale, Sicily, built 1170-1189 



Using “ark” as a keyword 
search brings up quite a few 
results; some of them are 
relevant 



. . . but some are not 



(you don’t want to get your arks mixed up) 

“Die Überführung der Bundeslade durch den singenden und tanzenden David” (Anonymous, 16th century) 



Using “Noah’s ark” as a keyword gives 
you fewer, better results  



But there are still some odd, 
irrelevant results mixed in 
that you have to sort 
through  



“And now I will show you a more excellent 
way . . .” 

Mosaic detail from the Archbishop's Chapel in Ravenna, showing St Paul (10 - 67 AD), 5th century. 



The scripture Search Function Thingy!!! 



This brings up the “ATLA Hierarchical Scripture 
Authority” 



It’s all about order and control 

Illuminated Manuscript, Bible Pictures by William de Brailes, The Animals Enter Noah's Ark, 
Walters Art Museum Ms. W.106, fol. 2r 



Results are arranged by biblical book (in canonical order, 
including deuteron-canonical works); scroll through the 
list . . . 



then click “[Expand]” next to the title of the book of the 
Bible in which the passage you are studying is located. 



This gives you a list of the chapters in that 
book: 



Click the chapter in which your passage is 
located.  



Click the chapter in which your passage is 
located.  

Note that while you can expand 
to the verse level, this tends to 

exclude too many possibly 
relevant results and is thus not 

recommended 





The scripture search helps eliminate results 
that are irrelevant, or do not belong. 



The scripture search helps eliminate results 
that are irrelevant, or do not belong. 

You’re sure you 
already have 
two stags? 



If your initial Scripture 
search result set is a bit 
large, you can add 
keywords 



Questions? Pleas for help? Want further 
instructions? 

Noah’s Ark, Italianate mural painting, mid-16th century studiolo 
 



ASK (FOR HELP), AND YE SHALL RECEIVE 

Your librarians are here to help! 
 
 

David Schmersal 
dschmersal@austinseminary.edu 

 

Contact us any time at libraryiq@austinseminary.edu with any questions. 
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